The Aegis Customer Spotlight

Step-by-Step Guide
Put the Aegis Marketing Department to Work
for Your Company.
New program to build publicity for Aegis customers
easily, quickly, and 100% free.
We recognize that although publicity is always welcome,
finding the resources to make it happen can sometimes be
difficult and time-consuming. Now you can, at no cost to
you, leverage the resources of the Aegis Marketing Department
to inform your customers and prospects of your industryleading capabilities.
We have 15 years of industry experience writing 30+ articles
and case studies and over 100 press releases. Our team
includes a dedicated publicist that has relationships with
virtually every electronics manufacturing industry editor
and publication.
HOW IT WORKS:
As described within this document, we have a simple, stepby-step process of working with you to gathering the key
information necessary and develop a professional press
release and/or a mini case study.

Media Release

Aegis MOS software deployed factory-wide by Pactron
Pactron, a preeminent supplier of board level design and contract manufacturing solutions to the semiconductor
industry, has recently purchased an Aegis Manufacturing Operation Software (MOS) system to improve efficiency across their facility. This system comprises Aegis’ iLaunch, iView, iTrac, IQ and XLink software modules. Pactron turned to Aegis after enjoying excellent technical support related to a previous purchase, and their decision
was further simplified when they realized that Aegis’ offering met their business needs more comprehensively
than competing products.

CASE STUDY: SURMOTECH

Pactron upgraded to iLaunch from their previous paper-based system. This used a standalone Aegis CircuitCAM
package together with Microsoft Word. It generated paper travelers including visual aids to handle defect collection and routing. As these travelers extended to 15 pages or more, Pactron frequently experienced document
integrity issues such as missing pages or mixed revision levels.

SURMOTECH expands manufacturing
capability with a comprehensive traceability
and quality management system.

The new MOS software eliminates these issues as well as bringing other key benefits. iLaunch transforms BOM
and CAD data into rich, interactive operator support documentation, as well as auto-detecting CAD file types
for process design and machine programming. iView then dispatches the complete operator documentation set
automatically to each workstation under revision control, continually ensuring that each document arrives when
and where it is needed.

Surmotech Inc., (www.surmotech.com) headquartered in Victor, New York, is a
full-service electronic contract manufacturer. Since 1991, they have provided a

iTrac digitally tracks all work orders and units throughout Pactron’s production area, making location
and status
complete
range of manufacturing, assembly and test services to the military, medical, industrial, optical
information available to users in real time, and enforcing routing. iQ exploits the availability of interactive visual
and telecommunications industries as well as to consumer markets.
documentation, allowing operators to simply and quickly mark up defect data instead of using text input. This
provides superior quality data input and therefore improved analytical results.
For Pactron, this new set of Aegis software modules enforces discipline across their four production lines and
BACKGROUND
ensures that products are routed correctly during manufacturing. Together they deliver better tracking, visibility
Late in 2010 a Surmotech customer with a highly complex, dense PCBA required
and process control.
complete product, materials and process traceability, which while possible using
the existing systems, would adversely impact throughput. Accordingly Surmotech
Pactron offers reference design development, product engineering, contract manufacturing and NPI, ATE solubegan investigation of an integrated solution.
tions, reliability engineering and ODM solutions. Some of these services call for low volume production runs.
In such situations, especially for prototypes, changes occur frequently during manufacturing. Aegis’ support for
Surmotech’s key requirements were:
After
the successful
launch aofkey
thebenefit.
AEGIS MOS with that initial customer, Surmotech
rapid and easy documentation edits, for example to add parts or handle
deviations,
is therefore
began
full implementation
across
their entire customer base. This exercise focused
• Complete Part and Lot Traceability for each serialized unit built
Additionally, Pactron considers that the consistency of the MOS xLink
machine
interface adapters
and Aegis’
on integrating
all machines
across all lines, enabling full traceability of process,
robust handling of defect collection contribute significantly to their operation’s
efficiency
and success.
• Product Tracking with Route Enforcement that identifies and
materials and production.
contains any issue
The Aegis software is thoroughly integrated into Pactron’s manufacturing environment. It exchanges informaKey Benefits realized with AEGIS MOS:
• AOI and Test Metrics, and Rework History
tion with a software reporting tool custom developed for Pactron, and future integration with their ManEx on
site ERP system is under review. Pactron’s hardware is also connected, with
AOI systems
from both YesTech
and
• Modular
and comprehensive
solution
• Quality Metrics, First Pass Yield and Historical Genealogy
Mirtec being supported. Further expansion is also being considered, with particular interest in the iMaterials
• Integration/augmentation of existing SMT, AOI and Testers
module for materials tracking.
Based on the capacity and capability of their current manufacturing lines and em• Reduced initial investment
bedded equipment (JUKI SMT and YESTECH AOI) Surmotech was confident that
they could fulfill these requirements. The challenge was to find a system to manage
• Predictable/stable implementation
Birthing and labeling of bare boards
the setup of their machines, track the components and units, and finally compile
initiates clear
serial in-process
number traceability
• Production reporting provides
visibility
data from each point on the manufacturing floor to meet the end customer requirethroughout the production process as
for traceability and historical genealogy.
• Yield reporting and detailed quality reports enable real-time issuements
resolution
well as throughout the useful life of
the board. In addition, multiple jobs

On-line visual aids afford AOI operators
every data set, insuring effective
execution. In addition, engineers
can implement changes/updates in
real time.

Surmotech explored several alternative systems but most of these lacked the depth
can easily
tracked
throughout
thereports, visualizations,
The AEGIS MOS software collects
data be
and
distributes
it into
production process.
and real-time dashboards, which are used to constantly improve quality and
and scope
effi- to integrate the multiple machines and data points of their process. At the
samecan
time
ciency. Traceability of every product is achieved while failures and rejections
betheir engineering group had been utilizing the AEGIS NPI platform over
identified and eliminated before they become an issue for the customer.many years for process development, so they investigated expanding this into an
AEGIS MOS system.

BEFORE AND AFTER AEGIS
Comparison Table

With less than 8 weeks to the first build, Surmotech consulted the AEGIS MOS team
who responded by proposing a modular and scalable upgrade path from their existing platform. In January 2011 planning began and, in February, the implementation
was launched with the first pre-production runs that met the customer’s requirements for traceability.

BUSINESS IMPACT

BEFORE AEGIS MOS
AFTER AEGIS MOS
Material traceability allows component
15board
hours/week
mapping to the
level giving both 0 hours/week
Surmotech and our customer the ability
Manual component
Automatic
WIP Control and Management to fence any downstream
failures.
Hours
Minutes
Response Time to Customer Inquiry
Report Generation

Systems Integrated
Setup Validation & Automated Line Control

3 JUKI SMT Lines

WHAT YOU GET:

YESTECH AOI Inspection

Automated Data Collection with Integrated Repair

Test Systems

Automated Data Collection with Integrated Repair

Reviewing and augmenting historical
defect data at pre-test inspection insures
the elimination of repetitive issues
going forward and the integrity of
production processes.

• Professionally crafted Press Release
• Beautifully designed and written Case Study sheet

Aegis has been granted the highest level of Microsoft partnership available. Microsoft
Gold Partnership status requires independent lab testing of Aegis products as well
as educational and testing certification of Aegis staff in IT-related competencies. This
ensures Aegis products will function properly in your IT environment, and that Aegis
engineers are fully qualified to work with your IT staff and within your IT infrastructure.

AEGIS CASE STUDY:

• Distribution to industry publications and outlets

SURMOTECH

• Digital copies for your own marketing uses

TO GET STARTED:
Simply complete the short, online Participation Request
Form here, and an Aegis representative will reply.
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The Process
We’ve designed the process to be both easy and quick for you. Just supply the
information in its simplified format and we’ll do the rest.
STEP 1: SELECT DOCUMENT(S)

The process has been designed to
minimize demand on your time.

The size and complexity of our projects varies between
customers, as does the extent of our involvement. So it
makes sense to match the article to the circumstances.
Accordingly we define two different article types: press
release and mini case study. We start our dialogue with
you by discussing these options and agreeing on the
approach that would be the most rewarding in your
particular circumstances.

Aegis tasks =

Customer input =

You let us know you are interested
(click here to contact us).

STEP 2: CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
Based upon the questionnaire on the following page and a
telephone interview, we obtain information from you and
write it up and submit a draft for your approval. Then we
add pictures to the approved copy and layout the pages.
As you’ll see, the process has been designed to minimize
demand on your time; your input mainly comprises filling
the questionnaire, participating in a telephone interview
and reviewing the drafts that we prepare.

STEP 3: DISTRIBUTION
Finally, with our resources and expertise, we drive the
distribution process to industry publications and media
outlets. This step is designed to promote your company
as much as Aegis. And since this is a mutually beneficial
effort, you can be assured of the highest level of integrity.
Additionally, we provide you with digital copies of the
Press Release and/or Case Study for your own use.

Our copywriter contacts you to
discuss options.

You complete our online questionnaire.

We develop the press release and/or
case study.

You review / approve the article and
supply applicable pictures.

We execute the professional layout.

You review, edit and approve the
final version.

We post the final version on our site and
send copies to you for unlimited use.

We disseminate your press release
to over 3000 outlets.

We work with multiple industry journals
to get the case study maximum publicity.
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The Questionnaire
Below is a checklist of the essential information points we need from you. This is
followed by a list of highly desirable points that we’d also like to cover if relevant
or possible. Once this Questionnaire is returned to us, you will then be contacted
by an Aegis copywriter who will invite you to expand on your answers.
ESSENTIAL POINTS

METRICS
If you have agreed to work on a case study, we will need a
set of metrics, providing specific examples of the benefits
achieved from installing Aegis software. These will vary,
depending on the products you purchased and how
you’re applying them, but will comprise Before and After
comparisons.

• EMS, OEM:
• Size – Revenue, number of employees etc:
• Number of Lines; size of Aegis installation:
• Markets:
• Products:

Metrics Examples:
Report Generation – 15 hours/week (before Aegis): 0 hours/
week (after Aegis)

• Application
• What problems needed to be solved:
• What Aegis products did you buy:
• How are you using the product — how did it
solve the problems, what improvements
have you seen:

Route Enforcement – paper based system (before Aegis):
100% online (after Aegis)

HIGHLY DESIRABLE POINTS
• When did you purchase the Aegis product?

• Why did you choose Aegis:

• What system did the Aegis product replace? Was
the previous system entirely paper-based?

• Comments on your operating experience
with Aegis:

• What hardware (AOI etc) will the Aegis software be
interfaced to?

• Support received from Aegis:
• Benefits: With your experience so far, how would
you summarize how your enterprise has benefited
from your Aegis MOS installation?

• What software (ERP etc) will the Aegis software be
interfaced to?
• Which personnel are responsible for configuring the
Aegis software?

• Are you or a colleague willing to provide a
testimonial?

• What are your future expansion plans?

ANY OTHER POINTS
All projects are different; maybe yours has some
interesting aspects not covered in the questions above.
If so, please mention these so that we can add another
dimension to the story.
COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE ONLINE NOW >
If you’ve already arranged program participation, click
this link to complete this Questionnaire online.
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